New York State Significantly Changes its Combination Rules*

By Carolyn Joy Lee

Carolyn Joy Lee explains the new New York corporate combination rules indicating that the preconditions to New York State combination have been significantly modified.

For decades, New York has had somewhat unique rules for combined corporate returns. With the enactment of so-called “corporate loophole closers” in April of this year, New York’s state-level combined return rules have become even more distinctive. Specifically, the preconditions to New York State (as opposed to City) combination have been significantly modified. These new rules sweep into New York State combined reports a much broader array of out-of-state affiliates.

Corporate taxpayers need to take note that these new combination rules are effective immediately, for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2007. Accordingly, corporations should promptly assess the application of the new York State rules to their groups, and reflect the resultant changes in their current estimated tax computations, and in their 2007 financial reporting.

Unfortunately, most corporations’ New York filings are now further complicated because New York City has thus far declined to conform to the State’s changes. Corporations may find that the composition of their New York State combined group differs significantly from that of their New York City group because as described in more detail below, the New York State (but not City) law revised the test for evaluating intercorporate transactions that mandate the filing of a combined return.

Taxpayers should keep in mind that the new State combination rules apply only to general business corporations taxed under New York’s Article 9-A; a different set of combination rules continues to apply to banking corporations. There are, however, new amendments governing the State (but not City) classification of corporations as banking corporations, so the composition of State combined groups may change as a result of the new classification rules too. There are also new State (but not City) mandatory combination rules for certain REITs and RICs that are owned by 9-A corporations. New York’s variegated schemes now make it even more exciting to figure out which entities belong in which return in each jurisdiction.

Historically, both New York State and New York City premised combination on three factors:

1. common ownership, defined by 80 percent of the vote;
2. a unitary business; and
3. “distortion”, specifically a determination that failure to file on a combined basis would understates the income of a New York taxpayer, generally tested under Internal Revenue Code Sec. 482 principles.

The regulations issued under the prior statute provide that distortion would be presumed whenever there were “substantial intercorporate transactions,” with the burden then falling on the taxpayer or the government (depending upon who was resisting combination) to prove the absence of distortion. The distortion requirement frequently led to significant controversies, and extensive (and expensive) litigation featuring dueling experts on intercorporate transfer prices. It also vexed the Department when taxpayers prevailed with their transfer pricing analyses.

Reacting to the contentiousness of the distortion requirement, the 2007 State legislation seeks to sub-
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stitute a bright line test for mandatory combination. The key feature of the legislation is the codification of the previously presumptive “substantial intercorporate transactions” standard (“SubIT”) as now mandating combination. Specifically, the statute now provides that “‘related corporations’ … shall make a combined report covering any related corporations if there are substantial intercorporate transactions among the related corporations, regardless of the transfer price for such intercorporate transactions. It is not necessary that there be substantial intercorporate transactions between any one corporation and every other related corporation. It is necessary, however, that there be substantial intercorporate transactions between the taxpayer and a related corporation or collectively, a group of such related corporations.”

The June TSB-M further interprets the statute’s “transferring assets” category of tested transactions to mean that an asset transfer (“including through incorporation”) can constitute SubIT if the assets are 10 percent or more of the transferor’s or transferee’s total assets at the time of transfer. “Total” suggests gross asset value, as does the prescribed valuation methodology; but that detail is not spelled out. An asset transfer of sufficient size may require combination in the year of transfer. Note, however, that the 10 percent test is applied “at the time of transfer,” so timing may be crucial.

For the years subsequent to an asset transfer, the June TSB-M states there will be SubIT if 50 percent or more of the transferee’s income is from the transferred asset. At this point it is unclear when this “rule” takes effect, how long it applies following the transfer, how loans or cash contributions may affect the calculation or how subsequent sales and reinvestments are treated.
The June TSB-M contains a number of other interesting nuggets informing the combination inquiry. It reminds taxpayers that, even in the absence of SubIT, combination can be permitted or required where distortion in fact exists. It posits that transactions with otherwise non-combinable corporations (alien corporations, or Article 32 banks) can be used to establish SubIT, even though those corporations ultimately will not be included in the group.\(^\text{19}\) It states that dividends, and interest from subsidiary capital, do not count in measuring SubIT, but that subsidiary loans still count as assets. It continues the regulations’ previous willingness to ignore the provision of legal, accounting and similar intercompany services, if these are incidental to the business of the provider. And it glancingly addresses the treatment of group members who use a different tax year than “the parent.” Such corporations are to report their activities for their taxable years ending during the parent’s tax year.\(^\text{20}\)

Strikingly, the June TSB-M cautions that these new rules may not be the bright-line, mandatory test that was intended in order to reduce controversy in this area. Lest taxpayers use the new rules to create combination, “the Department will consider the materiality of the transactions and whether the transactions have economic substance, including the extent to which the motivation of the taxpayer in undertaking the transactions was to affect the membership of the combined group.”\(^\text{21}\) As an example of this, the June TSB-M states that the creation (or activation) of a corporation (“Corporation K”) to buy office supplies from Corporation A and sell them “at a slight markup” to Corporation C may not enable Corporation A and Corporation C to join in a combined report with Corporation K if the SubIT among Corporation A, Corporation K, and Corporation C “lack economic substance.”\(^\text{22}\)

According to the June TSB-M regulations are in the works. The State tax department has also informally promised another TSB-M offering more guidance. And rumbles at the City level suggest there may be further legislation addressing its conformity to the new State rules. In the meantime, corporate groups should promptly and carefully evaluate their intercompany dealings to determine whether the new law mandates new or different combinations for New York State purposes.
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8. N.Y.C.R.R. §§6-2.3(b), (c).
10. As originally proposed, the Governor’s bill said combination “will not be permitted or required...” in the absence of SubIT. That language was deleted, however, and the text now says affected corporations with SubIT “shall” combine.
11. N.Y. Tax Law § 211.4(a).
12. Id.
13. A TSB-M is “an informational statement of changes to the law ... accurate on the date issued,” but subject to being superseded by subsequent changes in policy. June TSB-M, p.7.
14. Example 4 of the June TSB-M illustrates this, in its Steps 7 and 8.
15. Where a corporation was not in existence for the two prior tax years, the June TSB-M applies this test based on the number of months it did exist.
17. Id.
18. N.Y. Tax Law §211.5, also included in Ch. 60, codifies the exclusion of alien corporations from Article 9-A combined reports.